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The implementation of a simple blocksworld-scenario simulation-program is described. The blocksworld is modeled according to the multi-agent paradigm of distributed artificial intelligence. Each block is viewed as an agent. The agents have capabilities like to move, to communicate, to plan or to gain a small amount of introspective knowledge which are necessary to transform the initial scene of a problem into the goal scene. The structure of the system is oriented along the ideas of the specification of RATMAN described in (BMS91). RATMAN was reduced to its two central modules and their concepts were implemented with means as simple as possible. The result was a system, that allows to experimentally develop concepts for communication, planning and introspection, that are (for this simple toy-domain) sufficient to solve the problems without any global problem solver, but by the cooperative behavior in the society of agents.
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1. Introduction

In the last years there was a trend in nearly all disciplines of computer science towards the distribution of systems. Maybe, that this trend was initiated by the development in the area of the hardware, where huge mainframe computers were pushed away by networks of several small computers in many application domains. The virtue of distributed systems lies in their reliability. If in a centralized system a failure occurs, the whole system is going down. In a distributed system, the tasks of a faulty component may be (at least partially) performed by other components, and even in the case of several failures, the system can degrade gracefully.

Another advantage of distribution is a better management of complexity. In a huge central system even simple modifications or extensions will have major impacts to the system. Distributed systems on the other hand are usually designed in a process of incremental extensions and thus will be more flexible.

In AI the idea of distribution led to the research area of DAI, which is concerned with concurrency in AI at many levels. DAI branches into the area of distributed problem solving (DPS), which considers how the work of solving a particular problem can be divided among a number of cooperating and knowledge-sharing modules or nodes, on the one hand, and into Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) on the other hand. In MAS the coordination of intelligent behavior of a collection of autonomous intelligent agents is the main concern. Coordination of knowledge, plans, different skills and actions itself is a process, that the agents have actively to reason about. An overview of DAI is given in (Sch92) and a collection of prominent research papers can be found in (BG88).

In the research projekt AKA-MOD at the DFKI we are interested in the paradigm of autonomous cooperating agents. How can we simulate a society of agents such that the cooperative problem solving behavior in human society is rebuilt? What motivates the agents to cooperate? Which role plays communication is such a society, and what level of communication is appropriate? In DAI the interest in distributed systems is much deeper motivated than in gaining more reliable systems or a better management of complexity: Consider that if the reductionistic viewpoint, that a society is built by its agents, could be enriched with the reverse viewpoint, that the agents are formed by the society, a deep insight into the intelligence of the agents would be gained by understanding the concepts of interaction and cooperation at the level of the society. AI always should take a look to natural intelligence and it is hard to believe, that natural intelligence would have been developed without a society. This aspect of intelligence was always neglected in classical AI.

In the AKA-MOD project we aim to do first steps towards an agent-society first by designing a comfortable testbed to perform experiments in the modelling and simulation of agent-societies in general and
second by taking a closer look to a few concrete application domains in which a cooperative problem solving behavior of several agents promises fruitful results.

The first goal already led to the specification of RATMAN, which stands for “Rational Agents Testbed for Multi-Agent Networks” and is described in (BMS91). For the second goal, the following suggestions were made:

- A simple blocksworld scenario, where each agent represents a block.
- A loading dock, where agents correspond to forklifts, cranes, trucks and so on.
- Several transportation companies, that compete for orders, but also cooperate in performing orders that are too large for a single companies' resources.

The complexity increases from toy-world examples to real world domains of remarkable complexity. The towers of hanoi and the blocksworld scenario are already implemented as simple experimental simulation programs. The loading dock and the transportation company scenarios are still in a specificational state.

**The purpose of this paper is to report about the implementation of the multi-agent blocksworld scenario simulation.** A few remarks seem to be necessary before going into the details:

1.) The simulation program tries to implement the main ideas of the RATMAN specification, which will briefly be reviewed in the second section. Nevertheless we tried to implement those ideas with means as simple as possible to invest not too much work into this toy-world scenario.

2.) PROLOG was used for the implementation, because it seems to fit best in our aim to stay within the logical paradigm on the one hand. PROLOG programs consist of Horn clauses and thus of logical formulas. On the other hand PROLOG programs also describe algorithms. PROLOG is therefore as ideal to express knowledge as it is to express skills. In particular RATMAN's conceptualization of an agent is that of a hierarchical structured knowledge base and therefore a structured PROLOG program is a good and simple first approach to that concept.

3.) The concurrent behavior of the different agents is only simulated! The top-level loop of the program calls the agents sequentially, each agent performs some simple actions and returns the control back to the loop. This liberates the simulation from various kinds of synchronization problems that will occur in more sophisticated simulations of multi-agent systems, where it is planned to associate different processes on different computers with the different agents.

4.) The user interface of the system is not very comfortable. One can give an initial scene and a goal scene during a simple dialogue. Then the system initializes the agents with their local goals. The user can see the exchanged messages and information about their intentions, plans and introspective knowledge. A pictoral representation of the performed movements can be seen after the run of the system.
2. Structure of the System

In the following we present an overview of the structure of the blocksworld simulation program. The detailed description of the presented modules will follow in the related sections below. The agents are seen as hierarchically layered knowledge bases, where each layer represents certain skills of the agent. This idea is taken from the specification of RATMAN, that will shortly be reviewed first:

2.1. RATMAN: A Specification

In this section we will present a brief review of a proposed testbed for multi-agent systems RATMAN, which stands for Rational Agents Testbed for Multi Agent Networks. For a more detailed description see (BSM91). RATMAN conceptualizes a universal testbed along four main modules, which are the agent tool box, the current world scenario, the specification kit, and the status sequence and statistics box:

The agent tool box provides a scheme for a hierarchically structured knowledge base together with reasoning facilities to model all features of agents. Predefined knowledge may be used or be partially skipped and new knowledge may be introduced by the user. The intention is to develop a library of several knowledge packets for the different levels of the hierarchy with various possibilities of combinations. The different levels of the knowledge base will be responsible for different types or aspects of an agent's behavior. For example there could be layers for sensoric knowledge, knowledge about time, space, common sense or expert-knowledge, knowledge about actions, communication, planning schemes, introspective knowledge and learning capabilities.

Each agent defined in the agent tool box will be given a place in the current world scenario. It contains a large knowledge base that describes all world objects and from which only a part is visible to the user. Furthermore there is the agents status module, that presents the agents internal status of the agents to the user and last not least the blackboard, which serves as a communication platform. The blackboard itself is split into a communicational part, which provides communication ports for each agent (and for the user) and a world window, where all objects and agents in the scene are represented.

The specification kit serves as the user interface to define the agents, their relations in the world, and their status in the agent society. It will provide several choices for general strategies to be performed and it can be used to specify what kind of status information and statistic data should be monitored by the system.

The status sequence and statistics box has the task to show the sequence of the changing world states, the activity potential of the agents, the internal clock, analysis of synchronization processes etc. Depending on the specification of the actual scenario, a great amount of specific information should be accessible to the user via this module. Also tracing and debugging facilities on an appropriate level should be provided.
The following figure illustrates this structure:

2.2. Mapping into an Implementation

As already mentioned, the simple multi-agent blocksworld simulation program tries to implement RATMAN's central ideas by means as simple as possible. It consists of restricted simple versions of the two more important modules of RATMAN, which are the current world scenario and the agent tool box.

The specification kit's function, which is to support a high level interface for the agent design and control and check the agent generation, is not implemented in the current version of the system. Also the status sequence and statistics box is completely left out.

The following picture sketches how restricted versions of these two modules are organized in the blocksworld simulation program. The following broad description of the components of this picture shall give an overview of the system structure. A more detailed description can be found in the related subsections:
What is called *environment* in the figure is a collection of all those parts of the program, that have nothing to do with a single agent and cannot be attached to the components of the current world scenario. Examples are the predicates that realize the *agent-activation-cycle* (= top-level program), *initialize* the scene, invoke the *drawing routines* and several subroutines of minor interest. The environment or more exactly the agent-activation-cycle acts like a controlling program, that invokes the agents alternating, until all agents have reached a status, where all their goals are reached.

The *agent tool box* is simplified by the following idea: The *layered knowledge base* is just a structured PROLOG program. The *reasoner* is then provided by the interpretation algorithm of PROLOG. The contents of the different layers will be described in section 4, which focuses especially on the aspects of *action*, *communication*, simple *planning* and simple introspection.

The *current world scenario* has no world object database in this implementation, because the objects are the agents themselves and they know their own positions. Other world knowledge does not exist or more precisely is too rare to justify a separated module. For example, the world knowledge about the x- and y-range of the scene and the position of the supporting table on which the blocks stand is hidden in the common sense knowledge layer of the agents.

The *agent status module* provides various information about the agents' internal state. It is a form of filter on parts of the agents' knowledge bases. For example it is shown what the agents communicate, what their actual plans and intentions are, what their actual introspective knowledge is and so on.
The **blackboard** should not be confounded with the central shared data-structure of a typical blackboard-architecture. In our first simple blocks world scenario, the communicational part of the blackboard is just used as a device to implement *communication channels* between the agents. The *world window* part of the blackboard has a similar task as the agent's status module, but shows the world objects instead of the agents' internal status.

To attain a visible picture of the scene, the world window is supplied with drawing routines, that generate commands for a *drawing process*, which draws a scene picture using the X Windows system.

### 3. Description of the Scenario: The Blocksworld

Blocks world scenarios are frequently used in literature about planning systems. Usually the blocks world is composed of a *table*, several *labeled blocks* and a movable *robot-arm*, which is able to grab one block at a time, to move it to another place and to put it down. Each block can directly stand on the table or on another block, which may be supported by the table or a third block and so on. The goal is to generate a plan composed of a sequence of simple operations, that transforms an initial scene into a given goal scene. The description of a particular scene can be done with a few simple predicates:

- **ONTABLE(X)**: Block X is standing on the table.
- **ON(Y, X)**: Block Y is standing directly on block X.
- **CLEAR(Y)**: No block stands on block Y.
- **HANDEMPTY**: The robot-arm is empty.
- **HOLDING(Z)**: The robot-arm is actually holding the block Z.

A scene thus is described as a consistent conjunction of these predicates. Such a description is of course only an abstraction, because several details are not represented. For example **ONTABLE(A) & ONTABLE(B)** does not make any assertion about which block is right and which is left of the other. *Basic operations* that can be performed are:

- **pickup(X)**: The robot-arm grabs block X from the table.
- **putdown(X)**: The robot-arm lays block X down on the table.
- **unstack(X, Y)**: The robot-arm grabs block X from block Y.
- **stack(X, Y)**: The robot-arm lays block X down on the block Y.

Again the operations are abstractions, that leave out irrelevant details and make several implicit assumption about the robots capabilities. To perform a stack-operation for example the robot must know or perceive the exact position of the supporting block. Several different planning algorithms and modified representations of operators and scenes around this blocks world scenario have been discussed and analyzed in the literature. For examples see (Cha87) (Wal75).
To adapt the blocks world to a scenario, that involves more than one agent, we can think of two possibilities:

- First more than one robot-arm can be introduced. Each agent controls one arm and the agents have to coordinate their actions. The coordination in a simple scenario will be restricted to the avoidance of harmful interaction e.g. trying to grab the same block at the same time.

- The second possibility was inspired by the idea of the eco-problem solving paradigm. (confer (Fer90)). The intelligence is assigned to the blocks themselves. Each block is modelled as an agent, that only aims to fulfil its own local goals and even did not know about the global goal. This modelling sounds very much like a reactive behavior approach, but each agent can be equipped with more than only reactive intelligence, for example simple planning and communicative capabilities and consciousness about the (local) problem solving state. So this modelling comprises effects of reactive approaches (global solution as an emergent phenomenon of the local problem solving behavior) as well as the aspects, that are typical for the logic based approach.

We decided to use the second possibility. The interesting questions are: How far would the local orientation of the agents reach? Which level of complexity would require a global view and how can an agent gain this global view?

The following modifications result from our modelling:

- The predicates HOLDING and HANDEMPTY are superfluous, because since the blocks are autonomous agents in our representation, there is no robot-arm anymore.

- A global scene description is only necessary for the definition of the initial scene and the goal scene.

- The predicate ONTABLE(X) is represented by an ON(X, ground) for purposes of a simple and uniform representation, though we do not model the 'ground' (=table) as an autonomous agent.

- The predicate CLEAR(X) is also left out in the global scene description: Block X is clear if there is no other block Y such that ON(Y, X) holds.

Each agent has to figure out by communication if there is another agent located above it before it moves and has to announce every own movement to the others, so that they can maintain their knowledge. Thus the predicate CLEAR(X) is internalized into the agents private knowledge bases. A scene description is now reduced to a set of ON-relations. The following figure gives an example:
The agent's view of the goal-scene is restricted to those relations, that it is participated in. An agent's goal can only be to be ON another agent (or on the ground) or to be below another agent.

The basic operations of the blocks world are generalized and condensed into one abstract operation named \textit{move\_on}(X), which is intended to represent the capability of an agent to \textit{jump} on another block or on the ground. If X is an agent, the acting agent is assumed to have knowledge about the exact location and size of X and if X is 'ground', the agent has to search for a free place on the table. We assume that there are no limitations for such a jump relative to height and width. Other actions of the agents like communication or changes of their internal states are not visible directly in the picture of the scene and will be described in more detail in the next section.

4. The Agents

We see an agent as a hierarchically layered knowledge base, which is implemented as a structured PROLOG program. Fortunately the agents in our blocks world scenario are all similar. Differences in the size and position and the internal states occur, but in principle we have homogeneous agents. Therefore nearly all predicates are provided with an agent-parameter. In the predicates that hold for all agents, this parameter is filled with a variable, while in those predicates that hold for a specific agent the agent name is used.

In the following section we'll describe the principles of our blocks world agents' behavior. Then the next section tries to associate the different skills of an agent to the layers, that are suggested in the description of the agent tool box of RATMAN. The layers in focus of our interest, which are action, communication, planning and introspection & partner modelling, are described in detail in the then following sections.

4.1. The Agents' Behavior in General

Our conceptual considerations led to the agent-activation-cycle: The environmental loop sequentially activates all agents of the scenario with a call of the predicate \textit{activity}(X), where X is the name of the actual activated agent. This predicate is therefore
an important part of the interface between an agent and the environment. The environment gives control to the agent. Now we must fix what an agent does within an activation.

The **general paradigm of activation** is the following: The activated agent looks for messages in its communication slot of the blackboard and processes them in dependence to their contents. Then the agent performs actions according to its internal state and returns the control to the environment. The actions according to the internal state are directed to satisfy the agent's intentions.

The **general paradigm of planning and intention** is: Each agent has a list of intentions, that it tries to achieve one after the other. The actual intention is used to generate a **plan** which is a sequence of **basic plan-steps**, also called **goals**. A basic plan-step is resolved into **simple actions** like for example a change in the agent's internal knowledge base, asking a question to another agent, modifying the own plan by insertion of a plan-step or jumping on another agent. The actions performed in a single activation usually correspond to the execution of a single basic plan-step. For example after sending a question the receiver agent needs an activation to have a chance to generate an answer.

The **general principles of communication** are: Our agents send their messages to specific other agents or broadcast them to everyone. The level of communication is relatively primitive. A finite set of “**communication tokens**” comprising all possible information exchange demands that may occur in our scenario is predesigned. The tokens are clustered to certain types like **question, answer, announcement, instruction**. A message consists of the names of the sending and the receiving agents, a message type identifier and the message token which may bear a few parameters.

The **general principle of locality** says that an agent only interacts with those agents that it knows. In the beginning of a scenario the agents **become acquainted** with those agents, that occur in their intentions. (These are their neighbors in the goal scene.) They may become acquainted with other agents later on if they need to communicate with them.

The **general principle of private knowledge** refers to the agent's capability to maintain a private knowledge base. Real **introspective knowledge** - like answers to the questions: Do my intentions imply a future movement of me? Do I actually have a plan to perform? Are all my intentions fulfilled? - is mixed with knowledge about the actual **spatial relations** in the scenario (Is someone on me? Is someone on agent X? What is the position and the size of agent Y?) and knowledge that is simply used to **remember** some actions in the past. For example if someone replies a “yes” to you, you have to be aware of the question that you asked him just before. We also use private knowledge to **decouple communicational acts from getting aware of the communicated information**. For example an agent wants to know if another agent has an intention to move. It first inspects its private knowledge base if it already knows something about that. If not, it sends a question to the other
agent. The reply message is used to update the private knowledge in that point. Then the same action as in the activation before takes place, that is the agent searches again in its knowledge base but this time is aware of the other agent’s intention because of its updated knowledge base.

### 4.2. The Different Layers contain the Agents' Abilities

The attachment of the predicates that realize an agent to the different layers turned out to be not so easy. In this sense our chosen attachment is not too rigid and open to other interpretations. The following table seemed an appropriate attachment to us:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>layer</th>
<th>attached predicates and description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sensoric knowledge</td>
<td>position and size of each agent expressed in x,y-coordinates of the upper left corner of the agent and height and width. Each movement retracts the old position and asserts the new one.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>temporal knowledge</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spatial knowledge</td>
<td>the ON-relation is used to test if one agent is on another or on the ground.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>common sense knowledge(^1)</td>
<td>knowledge about the y-level of the table and the maximal range of x- and y-coordinates.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>expert knowledge</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>actions</td>
<td>the activity predicate to be described in more details soon; a predicate that associates simple actions to execute to each basic plan-step; a few predicates that support the agent movement and the search for a free place on the table when the agent jumps on the ground.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>communication</td>
<td>predicates to send, receive and broadcast messages; a predicate process_message that</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^1\)This layer is for sure the most contestable for firstly it is not clear what is comprised by common sense knowledge in general and how it is modelled and secondly in our scenario much common sense is implicit in the design. An example is the implicit expectation of each agent, that other agents have the same structure and will understand its messages. Therefore what we attached here to this layer is only a stop-gap solution, but we did not pay much attention to common sense in this simple scenario anyway.
is used within the activity predicate to work on the received messages.

planning
the list of intentions for every agent; the actual intention that each agent is working on; the actual plan generated from the actual intention; a predicate remember to store already fulfilled intentions; a predicate to generate a plan from an intention.

introspection & partner modelling
the iknow predicate, that realizes each agent's private knowledge base; a predicate that checks the actual plan and all unfulfilled intentions if they will force the agent to do a movement in the future.

learner

We see that a few layers are yet not used in our simple blocksworld scenario or are only sparsely filled. Our special interest was focused to the levels of action, communication, planning, introspection and partner modelling. We'll have a closer look at these layers in the following sections. We are now going very much into the details of the implementation and even program code will occur in the next sections.

4.3. Introspection & Partner Modelling

A crucial question in our blocks world is if an agent will move in the future. If an agent intends to jump on agent X, but agent X is still not at its final position, i.e. will move in the future, it is better to wait until agent X has moved because otherwise the agent will have to jump down from X again because a precondition for agent X to move is that no one is located on it. We do not represent an intention to move explicitly, so a special procedure checks the actual intention, the intentions and the actual plan for such an intention to move. To get an impression how clear and straightforward this is realized in PROLOG, we show a cut from the code that realizes this procedure:

%*** introspection into the own movement-intentions:
intention_to_move(Agent) :-
    act_intention(Agent, on(self, X)),
    (on(Agent, X) -> fail | true).

intention_to_move(Agent) :-
    intention(Agent,L),

2The conditional goal construction "A -> B | C " in Quintus PROLOG stands for " if A then B else C"
intention_to_move(Agent) :-
    plan(Agent, L),
    member(move_on(X), L),
    (on(Agent, X) -> fail 
    | true).

The other part of this layer are the **private knowledge bases** of the agents. They expand or shrink dynamically during the run of a scenario, because the agents continually assert or retract knowledge. The predicate `iknow` is parameterized by the agent's name and a **knowledge token** representing a fact. The intended meaning is that the agent knows this fact. All existing knowledge tokens of our scenario are listed and shortly described in the following:

Knowledge about other agents:

- `iknow(A, [existence, X])` : A knows about the existence of agent X.
- `iknow(A, [pos-size, X])` : A knows the position and size of agent X.
- `iknow(A, [is-fixed, X])` : A knows that X will not move in future.
- `iknow(A, [intends-to-move, X])` : A knows that X intends to move.
- `iknow(A, [has-moved,X])` : A knows that X has moved.
- `iknow(A, [is-free, X])` : A knows that no other agent is on X.
- `iknow(A, [not-free, X, under,Y])` : A knows that Y is on X.

Introspective knowledge:

- `iknow(A, [i-have-a-plan])` : A knows that it actually has a plan to perform.
- `iknow(A, [no-more-intentions])` : A knows that it has no more unfulfilled intentions.
- `iknow(A, [act-intention-fulfilled])` : A knows that its actual intention is fulfilled.
- `iknow(A, [i-am-fixed])` : A knows that it has no further move-intention.
- `iknow(A, [i-intend-to-move])` : A knows that it has a further move-intention.
- `iknow(A, [i-am-free])` : A knows that no other agent is on it.
- `iknow(A, [is-on-me, X])` : A knows that agent X is on it.

Awareness of previous actions:

- `iknow(A, [asked-movement, X])` : A knows that it has asked X for its move-intention.
- `iknow(A, [asked-freedom])` : A knows that it has broadcasted a question about its freedom, i.e. if someone is on it.
- `iknow(A, [asked-freedom-of, X])` : A knows that it has asked X weather someone is on X.
4.4. Planning

The planning layer bears the intentions, the actual intentions, the plans and a remember facility for each agent. In the initialization of a scenario the user has to specify an initial and a final scene. From the final scene the environment computes each agent’s intentions and stores them as facts of the intention predicate. For example a final scene as depicted in the figure of section 3. would lead to the following intentions:

```%*** planning-layer: ********************************************************
%*** intentions:***************************************************************
%*** intentions:
intention(a, [on(self, b)]).
intention(b, [on(self, c), on(a, self)]).
intention(c, [on(b, self), on(self, ground)]).
intention(d, [on(self, ground)]).
intention(e, [on(self, f)]).
intention(f, [on(e, self), on(self, ground)]).
```

The actual intention in each case is the first intention of the list. A fulfilled intention is stored in a similar list with another predicate called remember. This is necessary because it is possible in some situations, that an agent has reached its satisfaction state (i.e. all its intentions are fulfilled) but these intentions only encode the agent's local view and the global goal may require the agent to move away once more. In that case the agent must have the capability to remember its original intentions after its movement.

Plans are generated from the actual intention as shown in the following code segment:

```%*** plan generation:
generate_plan(Agent, Plan) :-
act_intention(Agent, on(self, X)),
Plan = [know(X), test-intention, fix(X), free(X), free(self), move_on(X)].
generate_plan(Agent, Plan) :-
Plan = [know(X), test-intention, fix(self), free(self), wait_for_move(X)].
```

We see that the intentions are very rigidly transformed to sequences of simple plan steps or goals. For example the intention on(self, X): The last goal is to move on agent X. The other goals are to assure the preconditions of that movement: The agent must know the agent X, it must test if it is not already on X, it must be sure, that X has not the intention to move in future, that no other agent is already on X and that no other agent is standing on itself. Comparing this with the STRIPS representation of operators (cf.(FN71)), we miss the delete- and add-list, used to describe the effects of an operation by specifying how to maintain the knowledge base when applying the operator. In our scenario, the goal-achievement actions for move_on(X) will change the position of the moving agent by assert and retract operations and broadcast an announcement message to all other agents so that they can update their private knowledge bases. Therefore the effects of an operation are hidden in the operation itself. A list of all simple goals and the description of their intended meaning follows:

`know(X)` Get acquainted with X if you are not already. That means to know about the existence, the size and position of X.
test-intention  Test if the actual intention is already fulfilled.

pause  Causes the agent to do nothing during its next activation. This goal is never used in the plan generation but inserted afterwards into plans to modify them for synchronization purposes.

answer-freedom  Focuses the agent's activity to the fact, that it has broadcasted a message “[question, someone-on-me, [x, y], len]” (confer communication layer) to all other agents. The agent has to keep the awareness of this fact on the plan level because it may possibly get no reply message at all and has to interpret that case appropriately.

move_on(X)  Jump on agent X or on the ground if X is evaluated to 'ground'.

fix(X)  Make sure, that agent X is at its final position and has no further move-intention.

free(X)  Make sure, that no agent is located on X.

wait_for_move(X)  Wait until agent X has moved.

4.5. Communication

The basic communication skills are message sending, receiving and broadcasting. The realization of the communication ports on the blackboard is simply done by a predicate named blackboard. Sending a message means assertion of a fact of this predicate, which contains the sender, the addressee and the message token. The receipt of a message is conversely the retraction of a fact. The broadcasting capability should resemble a shouting behavior - everyone hears the message and anyone may reply to it. A totally new acquaintance can therefore only be installed with the help of a broadcast, because to send a message directly, the agent must already know the addressee, and from the beginning it only knows the names of its direct neighbors in the goal scene. The following code realizes these basic skills:

```prolog
%*** communication-layer: ************************************************
%*** basic communication skills:
receive_message(Agent, From, Message) :-
    retract(blackboard(From, Agent, Message)).
send_message(To, Self, Message) :-
    assert(blackboard(Self, To, Message)).
broadcast_message(Agent, Mess) :-
    agentlist(AgList),
    member(To, AgList),
    send_message(To, Agent, Mess),
    fail. % use backtracking to capture all agents of AgList.
```
Our communicational model is simple because we use a predesigned set of communication tokens. We grouped them according to their communicational function into four message types: questions, answers, instructions and announcements. We go through these message tokens and give a description of the intended meaning:

Messages of type **instruction:**
- [instruction, pause] : This causes the receiving agent to do nothing in its next activation. This is achieved by inserting the goal 'pause' to the front of the plan.
- [instruction, move-away-from-me] : To reach the goal free(self) an agent can instruct the agent, that blocks it, to move away. This instruction may reactivate even an already satisfied agent.

Message of type **announcement:**
- [announcement, i-jump-on, X] : After a movement an agent has to broadcast this message to everyone, because they may be interested in this agent's movement and must update their private knowledge base.

Messages of type **question:**
- [question, where-are-you] : To get informed about an agent's position and size.
- [question, someone-on-me, [x,y], len] : Asks if someone is located on the agent. The agent has to supply its position's coordinates and its length, because the agent that replies may not be acquainted with it and therefore must gain that information from the message. As we have seen in the previous section, there may be no reply at all to this question and then the agent can assume, that no other agent blocks it.
- [question, you-intend-to-move] : To achieve the goal fix(X) an agent can ask X by sending this message to X.
- [question, are-you-free] : To achieve the goal free(X) an agent can ask X by sending this message to X. It may happen that agent X for itself does not have this information and must broadcast a message 'someone-on-me' first to gain it before it can reply.
Message of type answer:

[answer, i-am-at, X, Y, W, H] : Answer to the question 'where-are-you'. The additional parameters are the X- and Y-coordinates and the width and height of the agent.

[answer, yes] : Answer to several possible questions. Therefore the receiving agent must be aware of the question to which this answer refers.

[answer, no] : Analog to the answer 'yes'.

[answer, no, on-me, X] : Negative answer to the question 'are-you-free'. This time the name of the blocking agent is supplied, because the asking agent must know for whose agent's movement it must wait.

The largest part of the communication layer is occupied by the predicate 'process_message', that implements a procedure which describes how to deal with the received messages. To each of the presented communication tokens, it associates in dependance of the private knowledge base of the agent certain reactions like answers in response to questions, plan modifications in response to instructions or updates of the private knowledge base in response to announcements. We do not want to describe the hole code of this procedure, but discuss a little interaction scenario, which involves several messages and gives also an example for the interaction of the different knowledge layers. Therefore we first present that part of the code of the predicate 'process_message', that will be helpful to follow the example presented afterwards:

%*** effect of messages of type question:
process_message(Agent, From, [question, someone-on-me, [XB, YB], Len]) :-
  position(Agent, [X, Y]),
  size(Agent, [W, H]),
  X >= XB,
  X+W =< XB+Len,
  Y+H =:= YB,
  send_message(From, Agent, [answer, yes]).

process_message(Agent, From, [question, are_you_free]) :-
  (iknow(Agent, [i-am-free]) ->
    send_message(From, Agent, [answer, yes])
  |
  iknow(Agent, [is-on-me, Y]) ->
    send_message(From, Agent, [answer, no, on-me, Y])
  |
  otherwise ->
    send_message(From, Agent, [instruction, pause]),
    position(Agent, [XB, YB]),
    size(Agent, [Len, _]),
    (broadcast_message(Agent, [question, someone-on-me, [XB, YB], Len]) ->
As we have seen in the planning layer, one precondition for a movement is, that the agent on which an agent intends to move is free, i.e. no other agent is already standing on it. Therefore an agent A may send an agent B the question message 'are-you-free'. Agent B processes this message as we see from the code presented above in the following way: It determines whether it has any according positive or negative information in its private knowledge base. If this is the case, it sends back an answer message 'yes' or an answer message 'no, on-me, Y', that is completed with the name Y of the agent above B immediately. Let's assume now that no information about that is available in B's private knowledge base, i.e. agent B does not know, whether it is free or blocked by someone. Then B sends the instruction 'pause' to A and broadcasts the question 'someone-on-me' provided with its own location's x,y-coordinates and its length to everyone in the scenario and modifies its plan appropriately by the insertion of a new goal 'answer-freedom', which will make B aware of its question in the next activation. This is necessary because it is possible that no one replies to the question. Agent B also forces itself to do nothing within the actual activation, which is done again by modifying its own plan with the insertion of the goal 'pause'. To be able to determine the reference of a reply, B stores in its private knowledge base, that it just has broadcasted that question (i.e. it asserts 'iknow(B, [asked-freedom])'). During the next activation cycle, agent A does nothing because it obeys B's instruction to pause, while B gets the result of its question: A 'yes' if an agent is on B or no answer otherwise. B will therefore become aware of its situation, i.e. it stores in its knowledge base whether it is free or blocked. Finally the third considered activation now proceeds like the first
one; that means A asks again, but this time B has information about its freedom in its knowledge base and is able to reply a positive or negative answer.

One first result, the design of the communication level has taught us is that even in a simple scenario the complexity of communicational interaction is not trivial. We had to deal with three different types of questions: First a question where the answer is definite, i.e. the agent would understand the answer even if it never would have posted the question. For example the [answer, i-am-at, X, Y, W, H] will have the same effect for the receiver if it is the reply to a previous question or if no previous question exists. Second a question that the agent has to remember, because the possible answers are also possible answers to other questions. Examples for this are, 'yes' and 'no'. The third type has to take into account, that no answer is also an answer: This is the case for the [question, someone-on-me]. Only an agent at the right position would reply a 'yes' to that message, but if there is no answer at all, the asking agent has to interpret the missing of answers as the fact that no agent is on it. In our activation cycle model this is relatively easy to implement because we can guarantee the receipt of an answer one activation after the question was sent. In general this question type will introduce the problem of delay times due to transmission-time of messages.

4.6. Actions

The action layer has two major components: The activity-function, which is the entry point to every activity performed by an agent and a predicate 'reach_goal', that associates simple actions to each goal and executes them. The activity-function proceeds according to the following rules:

- Look for messages in your communication port of the blackboard and process them. This is done by the predicate 'process_message' already discussed in the previous section and may include sending of responses, modifications of the plan and even the intentions and updates of the private knowledge base.

- If you have a plan, then execute the next plan step. The plan is processed sequentially and thus always the first plan step is taken to be executed by a call of the predicate 'reach_goal' described below.

- If you have no plan and no more intentions, then do nothing. This is what we named the satisfaction state. All the intentions of the agent are fulfilled. But notice, that the agent continues to process the messages sent to it. Thus it will respond to questions about its state and even may be reactivated by the instruction message 'move-away-from-me'.

- If you have no plan and the actual intention is fulfilled, then store the actual intention in the remember-list and fetch the next intention and make it the actual intention. At the very beginning in the first activation, the remembering is of course omitted.
If all this does not apply, then generate a new plan from the actual intention and execute the first goal of this plan.

The following flow chart shows the procedure that is realized by these rules:

The conditions of the rules refer to knowledge tokens of the agent's private knowledge base, which realizes a kind of internal status of the agent. This status is changed during the processing of messages and the execution of actions to achieve goals. For example the knowledge token [act-intention-fulfilled] is asserted only during the execution of the goal 'test-intention' if the intended ON-relation is true in the actual world state.
The five boxes of the flow chart of the figure determine the agent's behavior within one activation:

The **processing of messages** has already been discussed in the previous section.

The **generation of a plan** is a very simple transformation of an intention into a plan, which is a sequence of simple plan steps. This has also already been discussed in the description of the planning layer.

The **satisfaction state** is a kind of sleeping state and a reactivation from that state is only the exception. The environmental loop of activations is terminated when all agents are in their satisfaction state.

If the actual intention is fulfilled, the **next intention** from the intention-list is going to be processed. This is also a very simple action performed by the predicate 'get_next_intention'.

The most important and totally by predicates of the action layer realized behavior is the **execution of plan steps**. The intended meaning of the different goals was already presented in the description of the planning layer. Now we sketch how the predicate 'reach_goal' achieves a goal.

The appended code once again shows the naturalness and elegance with which PROLOG expresses this procedures and shows - now after we have gained detailed knowledge about the other layers - the interdependencies of the action layer and the other layers. If the basic constructs of PROLOG are known and the terminology of the application is acquainted, comments to the PROLOG code are nearly superfluous. We present in each case the **goal**, a **description** of the actions to achieve it and the **code** that realizes these actions:

**nil** : The 'reach_goal' predicate is invoked with the empty goal nil when all plan steps have been worked out such that the current plan is the empty list. Therefore the knowledge token [i-have-a-plan] must be retracted.

```prolog
%*** execution of plan steps:
reach_goal(Agent, nil) :-
    retract(iknow(Agent, [i-have-a-plan])).
```

**know(X)** : The existence of X must be asserted because X occurs in one of the agent's intentions that was used to generate the plan. If the position and the size are not already known, the agent must send a question and work on that goal again during the next activation when the answer have been received.

```prolog
reach_goal(Agent, know(X)) :-
    (iknow(Agent, [existence, X]) ->
        true
    |    assert(iknow(Agent, [existence, X])),
    (iknow(Agent, [pos-size, X]) ->
        true
```
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send_message(X, Agent, [question, where-are-you]),
insert_to_plan(Agent, know(X)).

**test-intention**: Replace the constant 'self' by the own name in the actual intention and use the ON-predicate of the spatial knowledge layer to test the truth value of the intended relation. If it holds, assert that the actual intention is fulfilled and that you have no plan anymore. Otherwise do nothing.

reach_goal(Agent, test-intention) :-
  act_intention(Agent, Intention),
  Intention =.. List,
  replace(List, self, Agent, Newlist),
  NInt =.. Newlist,
  (NInt ->
   assert(iknow(Agent, [act-intention-fulfilled])),
   retract(iknow(Agent, [i-have-a-plan]))
  | true).

**fix(X)**: Inspect the private knowledge base for information about that. If none is available, then ask X after its move-intention, assert the knowledge token [asked-movement] to be aware of that question in the next activation, and try to achieve the goal fix(X) in the next activation again. If X is the constant 'self', then the asking behavior is replaced by a call of the introspective predicate 'intention_to_move'. At last, when the agent knows that X is fixed, the goal is achieved. Otherwise, if X intends to move, the plan is replaced by the single-goal plan [wait_for_move(X)]. (Confer on the next page how that goal is achieved if X is 'self')

reach_goal(Agent, fix(self)) :-
  iknow(Agent, [i-am-fixed]).
reach_goal(Agent, fix(self)) :-
  (intention_to_move(Agent) ->
   assert(iknow(Agent, [i-intend-to-move])),
   retract(plan(Agent, P)),
   assert(plan(Agent, [wait_for_move(self)]))
  | assert(iknow(Agent, [i-am-fixed])).

reach_goal(Agent, fix(X)) :-
  iknow(Agent, [is-fixed, X]).
reach_goal(Agent, fix(X)) :-
  iknow(Agent, [intends-to-move, X]),
  retract(plan(Agent, P)),
  assert(plan(Agent, [wait_for_move(X)])).
reach_goal(Agent, fix(X)) :-
  send_message(X, Agent, [question, you-intend-to-move]),
  insert_to_plan(Agent, fix(X)),
  assert(iknow(Agent, [asked-movement, X])).

**free(X)**: In principle similar to the previous goal: First inspection of the private knowledge and appropriate actions, if information is available. If not, a question is
posted to X or broadcasted to everyone if X is 'self', and the goal is kept till the next activation and the awareness of the question is assured in the knowledge base and in the case of broadcasting additionally in the plan.

```prolog
reach_goal(Agent, free(self)) :-
  iknow(Agent, [i-am-free]).
reach_goal(Agent, free(self)) :-
  iknow(Agent, [is-on-me, X]),
  send_message(X, Agent, [instruction, move-away-from-me]),
  retract(plan(Agent, P)),
  assert(plan(Agent, [wait_for_move(X)])).
reach_goal(Agent, free(self)) :-
  position(Agent, [X, Y]),
  size(Agent, [Len, _]),
  (broadcast_message(Agent, [question, someone-on-me, [X Y], Len]) ->
   true
  | insert_to_plan(Agent, free(self)),
    assert(iknow(Agent, [asked-freedom])),
    insert_to_plan(Agent, answer-freedom)).
reach_goal(Agent, free(X)) :-
  iknow(Agent, [is-free, X]).
reach_goal(Agent, free(X)) :-
  iknow(Agent, [not-free, X, is-under, Y]),
  retract(plan(Agent, P)),
  assert(plan(Agent, [wait_for_move(Y)])).
reach_goal(Agent, free(X)) :-
  send_message(X, Agent, [question, are-you-free]),
  (iknow(Agent, [asked-freedom-of, X]) ->
   true
  | insert_to_plan(Agent, free(X))).
```

`wait_for_move(X)` : The waiting behavior is realized by focusing the agent's attention to the knowledge token [has-moved, X], that is asserted during the message processing. If that token occurs, the knowledge base is updated and the waiting ends. Otherwise the waiting goal is again inserted into the plan. A special case is if an agent waits for an own move. This kind of internal deadlock is broken by the predicate 'follow_another_intention', that fetches a new intention from the intention-list, makes it the actual intention and puts the old actual and still unfulfilled intention to the end of the intention-list.

```prolog
reach_goal(Agent, wait_for_move(self)) :-
  retract(iknow(Agent, [i-have-a-plan])),
  follow_another_intention(Agent).
reach_goal(Agent, wait_for_move(X)) :-
  (iknow(Agent, [has-moved, X]) ->
    retract(iknow(Agent, [has-moved, X])),
```
(iknow(Agent, [is-on-me, X]) ->
  retract(iknow(Agent, [is-on-me, X]))
| true)
| insert_to_plan(Agent, wait_for_move(X)).

move_on(X) : First of all the movement is announced to all other agents by broadcasting. The rest of the procedure is a little bit technical and computes the exact start- and goal-coordinates for the movement. If X is 'ground', a subroutine 'next_free_ground' searches for a free space on the table. The movement itself is done by the subroutine 'agent-movement', which splits the movement into several little steps and calls a predicate of the world window, which generates commands for picture drawing after each step.

reach_goal(Agent, move_on(ground)) :-
  (broadcast_message(Agent, [announcement, i-jump-on, ground]) ->
    true
    | true),
  position(Agent, [Startx, Starty]),
  size(Agent, [W, H]),
  ground_level(Y),
  Goaly is Y - H,
  next_free_ground(Agent, Goalx),
  steps(Steps),
  Xsteps is (Goalx - Startx)/Steps,
  Ysteps is (Goaly - Starty)/Steps,
  absolute(Xsteps, XA),
  absolute(Ysteps, YA),
  agent_movement(Agent,[Startx,Starty],[Goalx,Goaly],
    [Xsteps,Ysteps],[XA,YA]).

reach_goal(Agent, move_on(X)) :-
  (broadcast_message(Agent, [announcement, i-jump-on, X]) ->
    true
    | true),
  position(Agent, [Startx, Starty]),
  size(Agent, [W, H]),
  position(X, [Goalx, Y]),
  Goaly is Y - H,
  steps(Steps),
  Xsteps is (Goalx - Startx)/Steps,
  Ysteps is (Goaly - Starty)/Steps,
  absolute(Xsteps, XA),
  absolute(Ysteps, YA),
  agent_movement(Agent,[Startx,Starty],[Goalx,Goaly],
    [Xsteps,Ysteps],[XA,YA]).
pause : Very simple: Just do nothing.
reach_goal(Agent, pause).

answer-freedom : If another agent has responded to the question [someone-on-me], the predicate 'process_message' would have updated the private knowledge base. Therefore, if that is not the case, (i.e. no [is-on-me, Y]-token is in the knowledge base, ) the agent assumes to be free.
reach_goal(Agent, answer-freedom) :-
  iknow(Agent, [is-on-me, Y]).

reach_goal(Agent, answer-freedom) :-
  retract(iknow(Agent, [asked-freedom])),
  assert(iknow(Agent, [i-am-free])).

A few further predicates, that serve as routines and to make the code more readable, also belong to the action layer. They are too technical (e.g. the search for a free place on the table) or too simple and self explaining (e.g. 'insert_to_plan') to discuss them here in more detail. The following sections will go on with the description of the other modules of the system structure, which was presented in section 2.2.: The current world scenario and the environment.

5. The "World"

The current world scenario of the blocksworld program comprises three major functions: The agent status module shows all important activities and the internal state of the agents. The blackboard is split into one part that provides communication ports for each agent and one part, that presents a world window view to the user. To support a pictorial presentation of the scene to the user, a simple drawing procedure was written in C that uses the X Window system to open a window and draw the scene on it. As an interface to this drawing process, a simple set of commands was defined. The PROLOG part of the world window generates these commands and the drawing process interprets and executes them to draw the picture.

The agent status module accesses the agents' layered knowledge bases at different levels, presents the accessed information, which may include abstraction, condensation or transformation into other representational formats, and presents the result to the user. The information flows only in one direction, the agent status module has no authority to manipulate anything in the layered knowledge base. Therefore its task can be compared with that of a filter for information. The agent status module of our simple blocks world system is realized by the predicate showstatus, which uses the Quintus PROLOG built-in predicate 'listing' to flush informations about the agents intentions, plans, private knowledge, remember-lists and all exchanged interagent messages on the screen.

The idea of a blackboard in general is that of a high level shared memory. The agents have read- and write-access to that structure. Each agent can write knowledge pieces
(hypotheses) onto the blackboard and all other agents will “see” it. In a typical blackboard architecture, the board is the place, where the global solution is developed.

In our simple blocksworld simulation, the blackboard is a **communication device** for the agents and will inform the user about the current state of the world. The first is done by providing communication ports for the agents. The second is the task of the world window part of the blackboard.

The **communication ports** are realized with the predicate 'blackboard'. Sending a message means assertion of a fact of that predicate that has the form: blackboard(sender-agent, receiver-agent, message-token). An agent A can only access those messages, that specify A as the receiver agent. This is a simple and robust (no loss of messages and **arrival guarantee** within the next activation cycle !) way to implement a communication channel.

The other task of the blackboard assigned to the **world window** is to provide information about the actual state of the world. This can be done in a similar way as the agent status module by flushing information about the world state on the screen. A **pictorial presentation of the scene** would be much more comfortable. We decided to use the X Window system to implement a simple and robust drawing process. It was written in C and works as follows: First a window is opened and initialized for drawing. The process waits for commands from the input stream. Each command causes a drawing action which is visible on the window. This process runs independent from the PROLOG session and one problem is the connection between PROLOG and that drawing facility. As a logical interface we designed a set of primitive drawing commands, that are generated by the PROLOG-part of the world window and interpreted and executed by the drawing process. This will be described in more detail below. Our first idea was to couple PROLOG and the drawing process via a pipe: PROLOG will put the commands into the write side of the pipe, while the drawing process gets them out on the read side. The operating system will do the process synchronization. Unfortunately Quintus PROLOG, which we used for our implementation, did not support any facility to conduct the data of an output stream into a pipe. A first attempt to program a simple C procedure for that task and bind it into the PROLOG program failed because the facility to bind foreign language code into PROLOG, which was described in the manual, did not work. Therefore we used a file as a buffer: PROLOG writes the drawing commands on a file. The drawing process reads this file and calls the X-routines to draw the scene picture. The PROLOG part of the world window consists of procedures to open and close the file and a procedure to generate the commands. The later one calls a predicate to draw the table and another to draw the agents, which accesses the lowest layer of the agents' knowledge base to get the x,y-coordinates and sizes of them. That looks like this:

```prolog
/* ********** (drawing functions): *******************************************/
inidraw :-
  open(proto, append, Stream),
  assert(drawstream(Stream)).
```
exitdraw :-
    retract(drawstream(Stream)),
    close(Stream).

drawpic:-
    drawworld,
    drawagents,
    flushpic.

flushpic :-
    drawstream(Stream),
    print(Stream, '('),
    print(Stream, (clear)),
    print(Stream, ')'),
    nl(Stream).

drawworld :-
    drawstream(Stream),
    ground_level(Y),
    x_range([Min, Max]),
    print(Stream, '('),
    print(Stream, (fillrect, Min, Y, Max, 20)),
    print(Stream, ')').

drawagents :-
    drawstream(Stream),
    agentlist(AL),
    member(Agent, AL),
    position(Agent, [X, Y]),
    size(Agent, [W, H]),
    print(Stream, '('),
    print(Stream, (rect, X, Y, W, H)),
    print(Stream, ')'),
    X1 is X + 5,
    Y1 is Y + 20,
    print(Stream, '('),
    print(Stream, (string, X1, Y1, Agent, 1)),
    print(Stream, ')'),
    fail.

drawagents.

We already see from that how the graphic commands look like: Each **command** is enclosed in brackets and consists of a colon-separated sequence of strings. The first string identifies the command and the following strings are the parameters. The following list presents all commands, that the drawing process understands:

- **(point, x, y)** : Draw a point at the coordinates (x,y).
- **(line, x1, y1, x2, y2)** : Draw a line with starting point (x1,y1) and ending point (x2,y2).
(rect, x, y, w, h) : Draw a rectangle with upper left corner at point (x,y) and width w and height h.
(fillrect, x, y, w, h) : Draw a filled rectangle with upper left corner at point (x,y) and width w and height h.
(arc, x, y, w, h, a1, a2) : Draw an arc that fits into a rectangle with upper left corner at (x,y) with width w and height h. Parameter a1 specifies the start of the arc relative to the three-o'clock position from the center. Parameter a2 specifies the length of the arc specified in 64ths of a degree. (360*64 is a complete circle).
(fillarc, x, y, w, h, a1, a2) : Same as the previous command, but draws a filled segment of a circle from the starting point to the ending point of the specified arc.
(string, x, y, s, l) : Writes the string s at position (x,y). The length is specified by l. The X Window system allows to use different fonts.
(clear) : Copies the drawn picture to the window so that it gets visible to the user.

Not all of these commands are used in our system for our scenarios need no circles to be drawn. The last command is necessary because all drawings are first done to a pixmap, which is not visible to the user. The clear command copies this map to the window and frees the pixmap for the next picture. This is a good method to hide the process of drawing from the user and generate a picture without flickering. In more time-critical scenarios, several pixmaps could be used the produce a kind of animated cartoon.

6. The Environment

The basic module in our pictorial representation of the system's structure in section 2.2. is labeled as environment. The meaning of environment in the context of multi-agent systems in general is not uniform in different systems. The environment should represent the world or field where the agents exist. It is used to group agents together within time and space and make them react to changes of the environment.

In our blocksworld simulation, we count every part of the program to the environment, that does not realize specialities of the agents. That means all predicates, that have no agent-parameter. (Those predicates, that realize the agent status module and the world window part of the blackboard, are excepted.) The functionality of these predicates realize the top-level activation-loop, a very simple time concept, the initialization of the scenario, especially the specification of the start- and goal-scene by the user and the translation of the goal scene into the agents local intentions, which is a simple form of task decomposition.
The activation-loop repeats activating the agents one after the other using their activity predicate. A list of all agents is used for that and the sequence in this list determines the sequence of activation. The termination condition is, that all agents are satisfied, which is tested by inspecting the agents' private knowledge bases whether the knowledge token [no-more-intentions] is asserted. This is done by the predicate 'until-everyone-is-satisfied', which in case of failure causes PROLOG to backtrack to the predicate 'repeat'. This behavior of PROLOG implements the loop. A clipping of the code in shown in the following:

```prolog
%*** main program and activation-loop:
main :-
    initialize,
    activationloop.

activationloop :-
    repeat,
    showstatus,
    activate_all_agents,
    drawpic,
    tick,
    agentlist(AL),
    until_everyone_is_satisfied(AL),
    exitdraw.

activate_all_agents :-
    agentlist(AL),
    member(Agent, AL),
    activity(Agent),
    fail. % backtracking assures the activation of all members of the agentlist.
activate_all_agents.

tick :-
    retract(time(T)),
    T1 is T + 1,
    assert(time(T1)).

until_everyone_is_satisfied([]).
until_everyone_is_satisfied([Agent | Rest]) :-
    iknow(Agent, [no-more-intentions]),
    until_everyone_is_satisfied(Rest).
```

The simple time concept also gets obvious from that piece of code. It is not more than a predicate, that counts the number of times that the activation-loop turns around. This is done by 'tick' and the time turned out to be a useful information for debugging.

The initialization of the scenario comprises the specification of the agents, the start-scene and the goal-scene by the user. Both scenes are specified in a different way: The agents and their initial positions are specified within a user dialogue that proceeds like this:
system's question: You want a new agent? 
user input: yes or no

system's question: What is its name?
user input: name of the new agent

system's question: Position of the agent?
user input: name of an already specified supporting agent or 'ground'

system's question: Size of agent?
user input: 'd' as short for default-size or 'size(W,H)', where W is the width and H the height of the agent.

The dialogue ends with a 'no' to the first question and the system's request to specify a goal-scene. This is done in form of a list of ON-relations, which is also the internal form of representation for the initial scene generated from the dialogue:

What should be the final scene? list of ON-relations, e.g.: [on(a,b),on(b,c), ...]

A simple check controls if all agents of the goal-scene are specified in the previous dialogue, but this does not guarantee a consistent goal scene. An inconsistent scene description will lead to a faulty behavior. To make the system more fault tolerant could be a starting point for future work. The global scenes are specified in terms of ON-relations, therefore the exact x,y-coordinates of the blocks must be computed by a predicate 'computeinitscene' which calls several subpredicates to perform the technical details of that computation. A simple task decomposition is performed by the predicate 'getownintentions', which extracts each agent's intentions out of the global scene representation. For each agent, those ON-relations, that mention the agent, are collected and the agent-name is replaced by the constant 'self'.

Finally we want to describe how the blocksworld simulation system can be started: You have to start a Quintus PROLOG session and consult the file 'blockprog', which contains all the code discussed in the previous sections. To start a scenario you have to invoke the predicate 'main', which will start with the user dialogue to specify a scenario. To shortcut that dialogue it is possible to write all answers of the user in a file and start the scenario by the invocation of 'defaultmain', which will ask you only for the filename.

7. Conclusions

The presented system shows how in a simple toy-world multi-agent scenario the interaction of the agents can be organized to lead to a problem solving behavior where no global view of the problem is necessary.

The interest was focused on the communication and the introspective knowledge of the agents. Both are very tightly entangled as for example can be seen in the answering behavior: When an agent receives an answer like “yes” or “no”, it must associate its previously asked question to it, which in our simulation is done by using the agent's introspective knowledge. In general we used a communication based on several message types, where there exist several message tokens for each type. This concept could be developed further for more sophisticated scenarios (e.g. the cooperation of transportation
companies) by the introduction of more types or a hierarchy of types. It would also enlarge the flexibility of the communication in a multi-agent scenario if there would be methods to make an agent learn new message types or message tokens from other agents. But such a facility must also provide methods to modify the agents internal procedures to process messages on the one hand and to make the agents learn to use new introspective knowledge tokens on the other hand.

With exception of one relatively simple procedure, we organized the introspective knowledge of the agents in a similar way as knowledge tokens, i.e. as facts which are asserted or retracted dynamically during the run of a scenario. The set of all holding knowledge tokens at a timepoint can be interpreted as a kind of state of the agent. This state is then used to guide the agent's behavior, for example to decide about asking a question or not, to change its actual plan, or to generate a new plan out of its intentions.

The agent's planning behavior and its actions cannot be isolated from the higher level knowledge layers. The planning in our scenario comprises four levels: Intentions are resolved into plans, which consist of several goals. Each goal is achieved by simple actions. This may be a first step to a hierarchical planning behavior. A simple form of replanning is realized by the possibility, that an existing plan is modified e.g. as an effect of certain messages.

The concept of the agent-activation cycle seems to be appropriate for agent-societies of that level of complexity. It guarantees a certain flexibility, because what the agents do within their activation is completely defined by the agents and separated from the activation loop. Different scenarios with different types of agents can use that concept. To say it clear: The simulated concurrency depends on the “good will” of the agents: If an agent does not return the control to the environment it is never interrupted. Such a mechanism should be integrated into a more sophisticated future version of the system.

PROLOG is well suited as an implementation language for the layered knowledge base. Facts as well as skills of the agents are represented in a natural way. The drawback of less efficiency is made up for the advantage of clarity and well structuredness, which was crucial for our intention to have a simple and prototypical experimental simulation with a minimal expenditure of work and time.
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